

































 Jim Beall 
and  Jose Low,




 the Santa 
Clara  Unified 
School District,
 addressed 
Spartan City discussion 







Child care issues, problems and
 
solutions were topics of discussion at 
a symposium sponsored by the Spar-
tan City
 Families Association 
Wednesday.  
The symposium
 and an ice 
cream social were held to celebrate 
the California Week of the Child, 
said Leo Johnson, 
families  associa-
tion president. 
Keynote speakers at the sympo-






of children's centers for the Santa 
Clara Unified School District:
 and 
Toni Campbell. director of the
 child 
development lab 
preschool  at 
SJSU.  
"Children are suffering due to 
lack of child care lope, said. 
Beall said a task force designed 
by the city listed the major child 
care
 
problems in San Jose as lack of 
space. funds, facilities, private
 sector 
involvement and flexibility in work 
schedules. 
The task force will implement a 
three-year 
plan  to improve 
child  care 
in the area, Beall said. 
The 
city will try to work 
with  
major employers to get them to de -
%clop on
-site and war sm
 facilities 
for their employees, Beall said. 
This would also help
 reduce traf-
fic in the area because people would 
drive straight to work instead of driv-
ing to daycare centers first,  
he
 said. 
Until recently, industry has 
viewed child 






















 care issue." 
the need 
and demand for 
child 
care will have
 to be met 
by





City bonds and industrial
 devel-
opment 







to build child care 
centers  on or 
near site. he 
said.  
The first thing  
the city must 
do is 






problem,  he said.
 









sonnel  policies, 
Campbell said.
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child care issues at a 
symposium sponsored
 by Spartan ('ity 
Families  
ssociation 
Wednesday.  ,,tn ice cream
 social ss as also 
featured.  
Brad Mangin





years  old, 
enjoys  an ice 
cream cone
 at the social
 





























SJSU,  where 
more students 
major  in 
business


























































Use search is for business 
ethics, he 







department.  he said. 
The business 
school  is trying 
to 
bring ethics into the students' conscious-
ness.
 Dean said. 
'Many students arc not interested 
in 
business  ethics.
 he said. 






 up " 
Students
 are
 more concerned with 
ethics
 when they're in business 
because  
they 
start  seeing 
violations,  he 
said.  
To rouse student
 interest in this 
sub-
ject, the llistory Department
 and busi-
ness school are 





McKenna College and 








out  on 





By Judith Faught 
Daily
 
staff  writer 
Use
 Roman Catholic Church has 
been
 the most powerful ally 
in the Poles' 
struggle to gain 
independence




 Czuma during his 
speech  in 
the Student Union
















 of the un-









 with its 
citi-
zens," 







































guns  or 
the use of 
weep -
tins  























"According  to 









communism.  To 
fit that de-
scription,  












Polish  citizens 
have  
been




















 on the issue
 of 
censorship,


















speak  on 
"Business
 




12:30 p.m. today in 
Business 
Classrooms,  Room 
004.
 




 works on 
this subject. 
The failure of the 
country  to main-
tain ethical 
business  standards 
will  be re-
lated to 
fundamental
















 he said. 


















Daily stall writer 







 from SiSt in 
1946,  only 342 
students  graduated 
with him. 
Next  month. 
Brophy  will return
 to 
his  alma meter 
to give the 
commence-
ment address 
for as many as 
4,500  grad 
uates of the 
class  of 1987. He'll 
also re 






 service III 
public 
higher














he only the fourth
 recipient of the
 Doc-
torate of Humane
 1.etters in the 
school's 





Brophy, 64. is 
the first person to 
serve
 
on all of 
California's  public higher 
education boards




this  service. Staley
 said. 
Receiving the award 
is "the most 
lliiilliiig
 
thing  to happen to me.' espe-
cially 
because this year marks the 50th 
anniversary  of what is now 
called the 
Department of 
Journalism  and Mass 
Communications.
 Brophy said. 
But some 
instructors
 are not as 
thrilled with Brophy 
speaking  here be-
cause
 of his voting record while he was a 
member,
 and later the 
chairman,  of the 
California State
 University Board of 
Trustees.  
"When 
he was a trustee he 
was  the 
most outstanding opponent of collective 
bargaining," said Scott 
Rice, SJSU Eng-
lish Prof. and 
chapter  president of the 
California Faculty Association. 











 not an opponent of collective 
bargaining." Brophy 
said.  
The CFA doesn't like 
several
 of the 
programs he 








































that  the 
money
 should 
be used for 
other  purposes
 and that the 
criterion
 for selecting 













 like the 
leadership."  
Negotiators
 for the 
CSU  and CFA 
are still




trying  to settle the 

















proved  the 
selection,  
said  Dan 
Buerger,  
executive  assistant








are Peter lleberroth. 
Buckminister  
Fuller









 for any 
number
 of 


























 Hoard of 
Directors
 has the power
 to determine 
who
 will use the













Robison made that determination 
last
 week after speaking to the members 
in the A.S. business office. 
Because
 
A.S.  money was used 
to
 
purchase the boxes used by the defunct 
Independent Weekly  a paper that 
lasted on campus for several years  
they 




The yellow distribution 
boxes are 
owned  by the Spartan Daily. 
Questions
 about  who owned the 
boxes arose after 
circulation  of a memo 






































lite in California. 
His  first job 
was in 
































The farm no 
longer exists. 






















thing  has not
 changed. 
however:  
There  is still a 











40 -year -old 
great-grandson has
 never strayed 




"This is where the opportunities have always been for 
me," Payne said. 
One of those "opportunities" was an offer by the His-
torical Heritage Commission to write the text to an illus-
trated 
history
 of the 
county.
 
'Die result  "Santa Clara County: Harvest of 
Change"  will 
be
















 for those 
who 
know a lot 
about  
the area,
 hut just as an 
introduction."
 he said. 
"There  are a 
lot 
of photographs a, 
well.'' 
Beginning  in 
1769. the 
book
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 in the state 
Senate 
that will 
allow  judges 
to order 
the  testing 
of rape 
suspects









would  be a 











right to due 
process 
of
 the law. 






testing.  Only 





 This law 
would
 be rewritten 
should the bill 
pass. Not 
only
 would the suspect
 be notified of the 
re-
sults, 
but  so would the 




become public  record,




 a male who has been 
falsely ac-
cused 
of raping a 
woman.  After bail 
has been 
set, the judge 
orders
 him to take 
an
 AIDS anti-
body test. He is 
forced to take the
 test even 
though he is completely




has even been 




released to the 
public.  A week later 
the 
district attorney
 decides to drop 
the  case and he 
is released.
 Meanwhile, he has 
been forced to 
submit to tests
 that he may 
have not have 
wanted to take 
and the results are 
published 
even though he has
 only been charged
 with a 
crime  he has not 
necessarily  committed. 
A suspect should 
not  be forced to submit 
to a test he 
doesn't
 want to take and the 
results  
certainly should 
not  be released without his 
permission. A person 















The court -ordered testing also violates one 
of
 the most basic priciples of the American jus-
tice 
system  -- that a person is presumed inno-
cent until 
proven  guilty. Suspects would
 be 
forced to 
submit to tests before they 
have  even 
been convicted. 
Often, rape 
suspects  are taken into 
cus-
tody and later 
the charges are dropped  or 
there may be 
no




 suspects may be 
forced  to 
submit 
to the test if a judge 
orders




to test a rape suspect until after
 a 
conviction
 would do little good. Rape trials 
often  take a year or more to come to trial 
and  
the victim could be tested after six months
 
when 
the AIDS virus would show
 up in tests. 
Victims of rape should 
take
 a regular AIDS test 
and receive 
the confidential results for their 
own information. Rape
 supects, guilty or inno-
cent,
 should not be forced to take the AIDS test
 
and have the
 results of this test be part of public 
record. 
Rape is a serious crime
 and AIDS is a se-
rious disease. The 
trauma  of being raped is al-
ready bad enough without having to worry 
about contracting
 diseases, but that doesn't jus-
tify AIDS testing of anyone 
who  is accused of 
sexual assault. The 
suspect has the right to re-
fuse the AIDS test and 
the right to have the re-
sults kept confidential






















 page offers 
an
 
opportunity  to 





readers  to write 
letters to 
the editor. All 
letters must 
hear






 Phone  














Dwight  Hemel 
Half
 or to the 
Student
 Union 





















 Leslie Salt 




 as 3,000 acres of 
its Bay Area wetlands
 to a national 
wildlife
 refuge is like a 
worm  on an angler's 
hook before a fish 
The 




 of environmental 
regulations 
with an offer to sell 
valuable  seasonal 
wetlands.




 the golden 
apple  with one hand 
and 
swiping it away with 
the other. 
Although
 I eslic officials
 are offering to sell 
some of the 
company's 
surplus
 wetlands to the




easing  state 
and federal 
regulations
 governing the com-
pany's operation of 












will  boycott a 
meeting
 scheduled by I 
eslie  officials to 
discuss
 
plans  for landsales 
this
 week. Environmentalists
 are insisting 
the issues 
of
 land use regulations 


























 offer could result 
in the largest public 
acquisition of 
California wetlands
 since the 
formation
 of the 17,600 
acre San 
Francisco  Nay National
 Wildlife refuge 15 
years  ago. 
Members  of a 
coalition
 of groups aiming 
to expand the na-
tional 
wildlife  refuge 
said  the refuge 








1st said the 
inquisition
 if  these
 
lands  is ter 
Viewpoint
 





Leslie  representatives 
want  to discuss 
more than the sale 
of
 valuable wetlands with 
government offi-
cials this week,  they




state and federal 
regulations  concerning 
the  company's extrac-
tion
 of salt ponds 
from around 
the Bay. 
Although  company officials  have been
 developing the 
plan to sell surplus land 
over the last six months, they 







 Gregory Morris  using the oft
-heard 
lobbyists' dialect of doublespeak  
said that while the com-
pany is aiming to 
reduce the red tape surrounding
 the
 daily 
business of extracting salt from 
Bay water, it is not seeking any 
concessions 
in the regulatory pnicess. 
Reducing 









 this asking for
 concessions? 
Members  of the 
coalition of 
environmentalist  
groups  are 
ahsolutek 
right vi hen Pury 




 liberalism  
bankrupt  
Many 
observers  of 
the
 American 
political  scene 
suggesi  
the  1988 
presidential
 election 














change  and 
activism  not 














 Jr. point 
to














 of 30 -year












  Byrd,  

















 in this 
manner  because 
they immediately
 










spending and, naturally, increased 
funding
 for special - inter-
est 
programs  sounded 





 caused more damage 
than  good to the nation. 
In the '80s, the 
American electorate was seemingly tired 
of
 
the tax -and -spend mentality, as it voted against 
such  politi-
cal platforms. Reagan. who 
advocated the reduction of the 
ever -corpulent 
bureaucracy, was twice elected
 by huge mar-
gins. 
Aside from his undisputable popularity. Reagan had 
noble, timely ideas for the nation He 
wanted  to restore some 
credibility
 to our 




to reduce the 





 and, most importantly,
 he
 tried
 to restore  
the 
redoubta-
ble  American spint 
In 1987, 
however,
 it appears the country has
 lost all hope 
for his conservative, even radical policies. 
Special
 interest 































 leaders in the country 
Obviously there are needy 
people. But generally. pro-
grams initiated by 
Ikmocrats  to help these people, such
 as the 
massive 
federal  welfare system, 
have
 been remiss in their re-




essence, these programs, and others similar in 
nature,  
advocate throwing money 




 issues like farmers 
indebt-












problems  is that it doesn't
 work. History has proven
 this. 
Granted, we should 
feel a responsibility toward assisting 
the less 
fortunate
 among us. Hut more importantly, we should 
be concerned 
with providing 
and fostering a commom 
charac-
ter. 
Nevertheless,  the modern welfare state created by self-
serving politicians is only concerned with helping alleviate
 the 
conditions of the people not building their character. After all, 
a nation characterized
 by a strong collective character won't 
gain 
politicians the power and 
prestige they voraciously long 
for Rather, inequitable social conditions  will. 
There is certainly nothing wrong with social change. 
But 
when 
our  leaders revert to failed solutions to correct the sys-
tem, the country suffers. 
As Alexis De Tocqueville observed 
of America about 150 
years ago:
 ''Men are no longer bound together by ideas, but by 
interests human opinions
 were 
reduced to a 
sort  of intel-
lectual dust . unable 
to collect,
 unable
 to cohere." 
Politicians must stop 
catering
 to the special interests of 
people and start proposing substantive ideas to our nation's 
considerable
 ailments. The 1988 presidential election 
is a logi-
cal place to begin a new era in politics. 





the nerve to propose any renaissance ideas concern-
ing 
education, national 













leader  who 
will  
refuse to play 
partisan 
politics, and
 who will place the needs of nation
 over the politi-
cal desires of the individual.
 
If the upcoming election
 doesn't produce such an individ-
ual and a 
free -spending
 administration is 
elected, the grandeur 
of America will 





tween  le and 
They arc  insisting the issue of adding land to the wildlife 
refuge be discussed









maintain pristine wilderness areas, hut their 
existence does not 
permit the breach of environmental regulations protecting pri-
vate lands. 
After all, public and private lands
 are divided only by 
law 
--
 not by geography. Both public and private lands are ob-
viously part of
 one environment. 
Protection
 of the environment
 as a whole is 
crucial





insinuates  government offi-
cials
 and environmentalists cannot make these elementary 
dis-
tinctions. 
Obviously they can. 
"We 




sweetheart deal on the
 lands." said Sierra Club spokesman 
Tom F.spersen. 
The 
company's  offer insults the intelligence and the integ-
rity of both groups.
 
Just
 as Leslie's accountants and lawyers
 work hard to keep 
the 








other tympanic% will 
keep 
our environment in 
order.
 
Environmentalist are protecting our long
 term -interests. 
Members of the 
environmental  coalition threatening to 
boycott
 the combined discussions of valuable
 landsales and 
lowered land use regulations deserve our respect
 and gratitude. 
Letter to the 
Editor
 
Park on top for thefts to stop 
Editor,  
Due to recent 
thefts
 of Maxi 
ornaments  from cars in the 
parking 
garage,
 we believe 
that
 it is advisable 
for  the faculty, 
with their 
expensive
 ears and hood 
ornaments, to park on 
the 
upper floors 
of the garages. 
This would 
allow  students, with our cheap 




park  on the lower
 
floors




This would not 
only reduce the vandalism
 in the parking 
garages. but 
would  save the 
faculty
 the undue stress
 and worry 
that has been induced 
















In view of 
Daily columnist 




 I suggest he retitle
 his column 
"Ragged




 pictures of the 
Daily  columnist on 
the forum page, 
why are
 the left 
profiles  always in 
the dark? 
Michael











 upgrade is crucial," on 
April 6, Amado Padilla is 
quoted
 as saying that Asians in 
America have not faced the "coloninition, exploitation and se-
gragation''  that other minority groups have faced. 
let us not forget, 
Padilla.
 that not too many years have 
past since Japanese 




 camps. Also Chinese-American
 workers were ex-
ploited  for many years as 
cheap laborors for the 
building  of the 
railroads.
 All groups of people have
 been colonized, exploited 
and segragated
 at one time. It 













groups  sterotypes. 
that
 
we will all be 















do us part? 
people
 tend
 to believe that the hardest part about
 
marriage
 is finding the right person to spend the 
rest of your
 life with. Not true. The 
hardest  part 
begins after the 
proposal  of engagement. 
Once a 
couple  decides to wed, 
everything  seems 
wonderful. 
The  two imagine themselves
 to be eternally 
happy 
and  joyous. They look 
forward
 to the wedding 
with such intensity 
that  they are temporarily 
oblivious to 
the inevitable 
confrontations that lie 
ahead.  
Planning a wedding 
can
 
be one the most 
frustrating  
times in 
a young woman's life.
 What begins with 
bliss  
can end up  with near 
suicide.  I should know. 
When I 
became  engaged last 
summer to the man 
I 
knew I 
wanted to marry. I 
thought  I would be 
able
 to 
breathe a sigh of relief and
 relax. But unknown to 
me at 
the time, the work 
had just begun. 
First, there was breaking
 the news to our parents.
 
We 
hoped  they would
 be happy, but 
thought they 
might think we 
were  too young and 
impetuous.  (cven 
though we had
 known each other 
for  more than two 
years).
 
When the time 
came to tell my 
parents, I could 
barely speak.
 My boyfriend 
had  to tell
 
them 
because  I 
had 




 my father 
asked my boyfriend
 was. "How are you 
going to sup-
port  my 
daughter?"
 
This was a 
good  question, 
considering  the 
fact
 that 
I would still 
have  one more 
semester  of school 
left
 after 
the wedding took place. 
We sort of 
brushed  him off, 




 my mother. She 
was ready to plan 
the whole 
ceremony that night,
 a year before the 
wed-
ding  takes place. She 
knew just what she 
wanted  done 
and how to arrange 
everything. 
Thankfully. she  
has mellowed 





 there was the decision of who
 would partici-
pate in the wedding. My 
mother
 insisted I have 
my 
niece 
and nephew be flower 
girl and nog 
bearer,  respectively,
 but 




flatly told her there would
 
be
 absolutely no children 
in the 
ceremony.  






were  either too shy or 
too hyper to perform 
their duty of walking down the aisle. 








be in the 
ceremony.
 
I am the type of person who has about four or 
five
 




 A, soon as I announced
 to them 












 this position 
as 
reserved  for the best "best 
friend."  
Fortunately, I decided to award this coveted posi-




wedding  only three and one half 
months  
away,  there are  still 
many things to do. 
There are




ordered,  as well











 things until 
the last minute,  
but  













 and is only five 
hours away. 
I'm beginning to think that 
might
 
be a better idea 





le planning to 






















 going into hock 
for a one -day event,  endless nail biting,
 hoping  
the 
wed-














the ceremony may never take place. 
Hut
 fortunately for most, 
everything
 turns
 out fine 










 honeymoons - to give 
them 
time
 to recover 
from the weddirT. 
Janell











































































































will  be 
able  to 
use the 
computers  for 
word 








































 This will 
enable  them to 






















213 will be 
converted  into 
the PC 
lab. The 
lab is scheduled 
for  completion 
by next 




 used by 
any  stu-
dent  enrolled in 
and qualified to 
take the 
particular courses.  he 
said . 
Students taking classes which in-












louse the new lab. Brown 
said. 
The PC lab v. 
ill  he operated through 
actual 
classes scheduled through the de-
partment
 and is not a drop -in lab, he 
said.  








the day ," Brown 
said. 
The cost of the PC lab








department  last year and allo-
cated last fall 
semester.
 Brown said. 
Although  many departments 
in the 










determining factors in his
 department's 
receiving
 the funds were demonstrated 
need for a PC lab and the occurrence of 
the department's 50th anniversary. 
























Recently. the School of Applied 
Arts and 
Sciences received an allocation 
of $47,000 in lottery 
funds specifically 
for computer stations 







Brown said he 
doesn't  expect the 
Department















 the department has 
also received four 
Macintosh  Plus per-
sonal computers  through 
regular
 state ap-
propriations,  Brown said. 
Two computers are in 
his
 iitti.e 
with two more still to he &loon) 
Brown said 





and  advertising lab in 
Dwight Bente!













































students  can 








got  a 
special










Alliance is holding 
a bake 
sale from 11 
a.m. to 1:30 
p.m.
 today at 
the barbecue pits.
 Call F.liane Alvarado 
at 277-3106 
for information. 
   
Student Health Services is holding
 a 
seminar
 from 11:30 a.m.
 to 12:30 p.m. 
today in 
the Student Health 
Center. 
Room 
208. Call Oscar 
Battle at 277-
3622 or 
Eunice Solis at 277-3437 for 
in-
formation. 
   
scrA is 
holding  a presentation for 
anyone interested in 
teacher education 
programs from 
noon to 1 p.m today in 
Sweeney Hall. Room 333. Call Keni
 
Bensinger at 277-2681 for information. 
   
Career Planning and Placement will 
present a 
seminar  on summer job hunting 
techniques at 12:30 p.m. today in the 
Student Union Costanoan Room. 
Call
 
Deb Boogaard at 277-2272. 
   
Career Planning and Placement is 
presenting "Careers in History . Discover 
Your Future Options" at 12:30 p.m. 
today in Dudley Moorehead Hall, Room 
165. Call Deb Boogaard at 277-2272. 
   
The History Department is present-
ing George Benson speaking on business 
ethics and the Constitution today at 
12:30 
p.m.  in Business Classrooms, 
Room 
004. 
   
India 
Student
 Association will hold 
a general meeting today between 1:30 
and 2:30 p.m. in the Student 
Union  Gua-
dalupe Room. Call Ravi at 415-443-
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   
Pre -medical 
Student's  Association 
Conference on "Health Care Issues: 
looking Ahead"
 will present a seminar 
on "Medical Technology: Present Use 
and Future 
Implications"  
at 4 p.m. today 
in 
Science
 Building. Room 164,  Call 
Oscar Battle at 277-3622 for informa-
tion. 
   
School of Engineering presents 
I.arry Leifer of Stanford University 
speaking on recent advances
 in the use of 
industrial robots to serve disabled per-
sons at 4 p.m. today in Sweeney Hall, 
Room 100. 
   
Campus Ministries will present 
a 
Bible study from 5:15 to 6:30 p.m. today 
at the Campus Christian Center. Call 
Then at 270-1226 for information. 
   
Society  of Latinos in Engineering 
and Science 
will  hold a volleyball  team 
meeting at 5:30 p.m. today in the Engi-
neering Building. Room 335. Call Mich-
elle Hannibal at 
277-2214  for 
informa-
tion.  
   
General Union of Palestinian Stu-
dents will 
hold a "Day of the Land" 
event at 7 p.m. 
today  in the Student 
Union  Umunhum Room. Call Roy at 
370-6332.
 





hold  a 
workout  at 7:30 p.m. today 
in Spartan 
Coniplex.  
Room  089. Call 





















ROTC  is 
holding
 a bunny 
shoot 
today  and 
tomorrow




p.m.  at 





















Gopinath Mohanty speaking 
on the plight of 
India's
 tribal minorities 
at 11:30 
a.m. tomorrow in Dudley 
Moorehead Hall, Room
 226-B. Call 
James M. Freeman 




























will  present Dr.
 Michael 
Richardson  
speaking  on 
"Medical  School:
 What Is It 
Really Like?" 
at 1:30 p.m. 
tomorrow  in 
Duncan  Hall, 
Room









 Team will hold 
dance team tryouts






Open for all. 
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 for the 
Soviet 




The suspect, Sgt. John 
Joseph  Weirick, was arrested 
Fuesday and is confined to the brig 
at Camp Pendleton. 
('alif.. said Robert Sims. the Pentagon's chief 
spokesman 
Weirick is suspected ot espionage while working as a 








at the U.S. embassy in Moscow and the 
embassy
 in Rome. 
As a result of his 
arrest,
 
the security of both the 
consul-




Weirick,  26, was from Eureka, Calif., and 
was 
arrested  at his current 
post with the 3rd Marine Aircraft 
Wing at the Marine Air Station at Tustin. Calif 
The spokesman
 said Weinck was arrested  as a 
result of 
the continuing 
probe of Sgt. Clayton 1 I onetree, 
a former 




Sims said there was no connection between !amen= 
and Weirick "beyond the similarity of Soviet methods." 
Asked what he meant by the similarity of Soviet 
meth-
ods. Sims said it appeared that Weirick had "unreported 
contacts with Soviet citizens, including women " 
Defector
 says he was abused 
MOSCOW ( Al')  An 
American soldier who defected 
to the Soviet Union says he did it because he was abused in 
the U.S. Army
 and
 wanted "a chance
 to be a 
human  




Wade Roberts said he "loved his people'' and denied 
his desertion was treason. Tass reported. 
It was the first  Soviet news report about the American 
since Kremlin officials announced last week 
that Roberts 
had defected and Soviet authorities granted asylum to the 
soldier and a West German woman. 
Tass also offered 
photographs
 of Roberts and
 the
 
woman, Petra Neumann. taken in Red Square. 
The U.S. Army has confirmed that a Pvt. 2 Wade E. 
Roberts was declared absent 
without  leave March 2 from his 
army unit 45 miles northeast of Frankfurt, West Germany. 
It has not commented on Soviet reports of the defec-
tion, the first of an American soldier to the Soviet Union 
since the Vietnam
 war. 
According to Liss. Roberts suffered from "arbitrary
 
actions in their most debased forms." "Commanders 
there  
get sadistic satisfaction







slapped  on their faces and then called 
in a high-flown manner-to defend 
democracy...
 it said. 
The
 U.S. 
military  newspaper Stars and 
Stripes  quoted 
an acquaintance of Roberts on Wednesday 
as
 saying he was 
in trouble with the Army and had
 discussed wih his girlf-








(Al')  Edward Allaway. acquitted by 
reason of insanity
 after shooting nine people at California
 
State University at Fullerton
 II years ago, killing seven,  
has asked 














 his sanity 
and is "no longer a danger to the health and safety of bth-
A 
hearing
 was scheduled April 21 before Superior 
Court Judge 
Myron Brown to 
appoint
 a panel
 of doctors 
to 









 should ne%er be released under any circum-
stances."
 Deputy District Attorney Marty Engquist said 
Tuesday "He's the largest 
mass  murderer thus county has 
ever had. He's a danger He should not he allowed out in 
the community.'' 
Allaway is entitled to a jury trial
 to determine if he is 
sane 
and no longer poses a danger
 to society.







would vig lllll usly
 oppose 
his release.  
By  
law. Allaway




termine he no longer is insane. 
On July 12, 
1976.  Allaway walked
 into the library
 at 





down nine people. 
seven of whom died 
He was cons med  by a jury in 1977 of six counts of 
first
-degree  murder,
 one count of 
second-degree




assault  with a deadly weapon. 
But 
Superior  Court Judge Robert Kneeland later ruled 
that Allaway was innocent by reason of insanity and ordered 




NEW YORK (API Chronic and tirst-time cocaine 
users
 risk seizures.
 suicidal tendencies,  
paralysis




 presented  
Wednesday'.  
"It's very clear there are a whole bunch of complica-
tions." said Dr. Daniel Lowenstein, chief neurology resi-
dent 
at





 clearly saw patients vrho claimed they'd never 




 up in people 
who  
were 





the drug,  he said. 
At the annual meeting of the 
American Academy of 
Neurology, lowenstein described 133 cases of cocaine 
users who came to San Francisco General Hospital between 
July 1979 and 
September  1986. 
Twenty-eight users complained of seizures, usually 
convulsions lasting four or five minutes. 1.owenstein said. 
In two cases the seizures resisted standard treatment and 
doctors  had to induce
 a coma








 now institutionalized, he said. 
Another 67 patients showed psychiatric disturbances, 
ranging from
 bizarre behavior




and depression,  he said. Four jumped
 from 
buildings,  and 
another nine developed a desire to commit suicide after 
using cocaine,
 he said. 
IRS 




 I AP)  The Internal 
Revenue  Serv-
ice provides



















The General Accounting Office, in a report to a 
House  
subcommittee. said IRS employees gave the wrong answ er 








called  IRS assistance centers and asked 21 typical las 
law 


































6:00  A.M. 





10th Street and San Fernando 
295-2035
 




The  A.S. 
Election
 Board would
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A.S. Program Board
 






























 a Special 
Thanks to 









missed  some 
of the 
goodies
























Joe Gosen  Daily staff 
photographer  
KItili right fielder Kim Green 
throws  the ball between innings of the Spartans game




pair with IlOP Monday, the 
Spartans  will try their luck tonight






The Spartan baseball 
team  lost 4-2 









SJSt I 124- 




 runs in the bottom 
of the sixth. with 
the game
-winning





SJSU  kJ 2-0 early. 












 was led by Jeff
 Di -
Bono,  who went three 
for three with two 
RBI, and











 Anderson.  
including  a 
triple and one 
RBI.  Rob Thomas went 
two for four for SJSU 























NEW YORK CITY 
Subscribe to the 
NY METRO EDITION 
ut 









publishing and more. An 
invaluable career -search tool. 
week 
subscnption  only  
$25 
(postai. 





Chas.  Kielt 
Job Market: AMERICA 
249 Dukes
 Street 
Kearny, NJ 07032 
IDDI
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 of al major throwing 
error.  
the SJSI.1 softball team had to settle for a 
doubleheader split with the UOP 
'tigers
 
Monday  night. the Spartans lost the first 
game 4-3 and edged out a 2-I victory in 
the second. 
After the 









back tonight at l'Al 
held. when they 
play
 host to PCA A rival 








came in the bottom of the 
second inning.
 It was the type of error 
coaches
 have nightmares 
about,  and sud-
denly it was a 
reality.  
In that 
inning the Tigers 
were  able 
to load 
up the 
bases  with a couple
 of sin-
gles and a 
walk.  
The  Spartans. however, 
managed to get 










 for the 











 ball ran 
deep into 




make  a play in 
time,  allowing 
all
 four





Kathy Straiten, that one 
stray  throw was 
the only mistake













 was the only thing 
we 





 the wrong time.
That 
is about all the 
Spartans  did do 
wrong that














































 is all about 


















































 from pitchers 
Gale  Dean and Dawn
 
Hilgenburg, 




SJSU bats were on as 
well that 
evening, and they 
weren't  turned on for 
mere singles, they
 were turned on 
to 
power. 
SJSU players Cami Pogue
 and 
Angie Latilegi took the Tiger pitchers 
deep. 





homerun in the 
top  of the seventh that 
helped
 ease the bleeding caused by the
 
throwing error
 earlier. SJSU was unable
 
to spark any rally though. as they 
went 














run  homer 









16- I 3 
Spartans.  
Strahan said UOP was
 lucky to 
get 
out
 of the evening with any
 wins, period. 
"We scored five earned 
tuns to-
night," Strahan 
said.  '1.101. only had 
one that was
 earned. If it wasn't for the 
throwing error,
 these games 
really
 
wouldn't  have been close 
In tonight's game  
against SDS, 
Strahan feels the key 




"If we are to do anything in this 
conference,
 we must sweep San 
Diego," 
Strahan said. 
"I don't know that 
much  about 
them, but they 
will be a good team. They 
have played 
a lot of conference games 
and have
 good experience with the diffi-
cult 




































 3-7 in 
PCAA play, still have a lot of games left 
in the nation's top conference. Accord-
ing to 
Spartan
 catcher Kelli Moulden, 
these remaining games will 



















den said. "However. if we can get the 






























Free lecture to he 






















First Church of Christ Scientist 
1807 The Alameda
 
San Jose, California 













































































































 a clutch 
base  hit by 
Brian  
Fisher to 
earn  the win. 




to 2-1 by 
scattering  six hits and
 only al-
lowing  one 
walk
 and two 
runs
 over six 
innings 
Archibald,  who 
took
 over in the 
seventh,  
earned  his 
first 
save
 of the year. 
"Matt pitched six
 solid innings," 
Piraro said.  "He













there and got the crucial 
outs  He 
deserved  to get 
the win  
But
 McPeak wouldn't
 have  re-
ceived  the win it Fisher 
hadn't
 produced 
the game -winner in the top of the se', - 
enth.  
Fisher. normally a 
















to score Rod 
Pierce  and 
Mike
 Haruff. 
It was a big hit for the














"Brian came through with flying 
colors."  
Piraro
 said. "He's been swing-
ing the bat well 
in
 practice and getting 
some clutch hits for 
us. I felt he deserved 
an opportunity 
to play on a permanent 
hasis. 
But 
SJSU had to battle
 
the tough 
I )is ision III 





game open by scor-
ing 
four  runs over the last three innings.
 
"In 
baseball, division this or divi-
sion that doesn't mean anything," 
Piraro
 
said. "Stanislaus  made several outstand-
ing plays. We had to 
pla sery hard to 
r:1111i 
'We  
lost a couple ot 
balls in 
the 





a ball that let us 
score a run A home 
team should 
never  let  that happen.''  
In addition to 
Fishers' 
heroics,  cen-
ter fielder Pierce and






II,  the 
10 -hit 
Spartan attack 
Pierce had a sun
-aided  RBI triple in 
the eighth and




 who was 
replacing
 an injured 
Rick Rayford,  had two singles. 
Fernando 




base,  was 




player  of the 
week for 
the 
second  time this season. 
The 





hitting at a .482 
clip  over the 
last 17 games. 
"Fernando has been 
invaluable  to 
us." Piraro said. "He's 
been a tremen-
dous asset for the team and a solid con-
tributor 








guilty of expecting 
more
 from him." 
In the 
eighth. Bob 
Straight  came 
within five 
feet
 of hitting his 
first home 
run of the








UOP series next 
for 
Spartans 
By Stephen Ellison 
Daily 
staff  writer 
Forget
 
the  fact that the LIOP 
baseball  team 
has  a confer-
ence 
record 
identical  to that of 
SJSU 
13-31.  
Forget  what happened in the 1986
 series between these 
two teams. when Pacific







could  care less 
about either of 
these particulars,  as his team hits 
the
 road to Stockton for its 
three -game 
stint with the Tigers this weekend. 
But, while a coach tries not to worry about the opponent's 
record or what has happened in the past, Piraro may he con-
cerned with the players' attitude toward
 their
 first PCAA series 
away from home. 
"I think on the road there's a lot of factors involved." Pi -
ram said. "For one, there's an unfamiliarity with the surround-
ings. The home team always feels inure comfiwiable playing on 
its home 
field. This also 
gives  them 
a lot more 
confidence..
 
Those are two major factors. 
"Another factor is that they have the last at hat and that 
could be a psychological advantage. And a 




all of these 
elements  have 











 fise of SJSU's
 24 wins this 
year have come
 on the road.
 
 \ 


































 the past 
few 
weeks,
 due in pan














 is leading 
the  Spartans 
in




 is the first 





son. He is also
 second on 
the team with
 24 RBI, six 
of which 
are 
game  winners. 
1.10P's
 pitching 
staff  will he 
weary  of Viera
 just as the 
Spartan
 hurlers will
 be weary of 







the  catching 





 and leads 
the team in 
stolen bases. 
Tatum is the 
ideal
 first baseman 
at 6-6 and the 
second -leading 
hitter on the 
squad at .353. 
Probable
 starters are 
Dan  Archibald (5-2.




Nelson 14-6. 5.201 
on 
Friday  night. 
Archibald  hurled 
seven  and one-third





Fresno  State. but didn't 
receive a decision. 
On Saturday.
 Al Bacosa 
(5-2,  2.781 is 
slated to start 
against Chris 















 have Anthony 
Telford (7-4, 



































 then topped Stanislaus State
 
6-2  Tuesday in a non-league
 game. 
Brad Mangin  Daily stall photographer
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Concerts   




South  Market St 
San Jose, CA 
95113 
LOCATED IN THE LOBBY



























ID Exp.  4/30 87 
315 South First Street
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Not good AAA 























SPEAKER, from page I 
houses to publish pamphlets, books and 
newspapers.  
"The state 




















 of 70.(81)  to 
120.000.  
Cruma said 
Prior to 1980, penodicals
 
usually
 had no more 
than
 5.0(8) to 6,000 
copies printed. 























 or strong enough to deal 
with communists:* Cruma 
said.  ''The  
lust 




He does not want the United States 
to start a 




believes  the United
 
States  should 
limit Its 
influence  on






 money and the 
economic help 
that
 is given to 
Eastern  Europe. 
like Po-
land, 
is helping the 
communists,  not the 
nation:' Cruma 

















the  West'. 
Cruma  said the most important
 
thing U.S. (Ahrens can do is to 
provide
 




 and groups opposing
 the Pol-
ish government 
Cruma was arrested in 
June  of 1970 
and tried
 in September and October of 
1971. He 
was then 







tions to forcibly overthrow the people's 
state."
 
He was released in September 1974 
upon a decree 
of 
amnesty.  
After his release he organired pro-
test 
movements,






























Eventually. Cruma was jailed for 
six months during 1980 for organiring an 
illegal 
march and demonstration. The 
presentation was sponsored by the Asso-
ciated 
Students
 Program Hoard and Am-














are  based on the 





 of our 
system, Dean said. 
This event is 













and  a 
host









lol,itions  in 
the 
19th century. Ibis 
isn't something 
that 
happened  for 
the first time
 in 
1987," he said. 
By looking at violations in a his 
torical








"All business schools today
 are 





like to offer 
more 
business ethics 
courses  at SJSU.-
Dean 
said.  "In the 



























Cruma as a 




























Kinkies wants to 
Like
 
sonic  of 













































A  film 
by
 PENELOPE  
SPHEERIS  




























































































































































































































































































controls  news 
boxes 
Iii)




the  memo. Wert 
extended 
control  of the blue boxes 
to the 




 in the 
boxes
 "is to be 
considered  litter and 
thrown 
away ." 
The March 24 memo was
 primarily directed at the 




ing its one 









bt:CAUM:  the 
paper.  al-
though 
not  funded Iss the A S.. was using 
A.S. boxes 
Michael Shulkins,
 Spartan Review editor,
 called the 
memo "a violation of 







later said it the 
Spartan




Review- using the boxes, 




chairman  of the 
Department  of 
Journalism
 and Mass 
Communication,
 said at the time 
that 
he wasn't sure 
he
 had the authority to 
make  such a decision. 
Dan 
Buerger, executive 
assistant  to the president
 and 
Executive  Vice President 
J. Handel Evans were 
also not 
sure who







Student  Services,  said it 
was up 






'mimed the S business











 and .1 
S Piesident 
I ow 





would  set 
policy  tor 
the








Rev  le% stall 

















 "Hut the 
A S does need 
to 



















 not a 







is in charge of advertising


















 said it the 
Spartan
 









He said the Review
 
might  












in San Diego is 
decided. 
















against  the I 





ing the Re% 





comes to that, 






















elaborate  on his 
plans.
 







(ARV:from  pig( I 








availability  of child care in 
their area. she said. 
Employers need to understand that 
these children 
will be their future em-
ployees. she said. 
I he 
s'ilipostuni  attiasted 
onh, ten 







 also held 
Wednesdas . was







from  SJSU's 
Child  
Development
 lab and the 
Frances  
Outland 
Child  Day Care 












of the celebration. 
The ice 
cream  was donated by 
Thrifty  Drug Store 
and




 charged 50 
cents  for 
ice cream 






:1110  aided the 
Spartan








 SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE  IN 
THE 
ARMY.  
And they're both 
repre-
sented by the insignia you wear 
as
 a member of the Army 
Nurse  
Corps. The 
caduceus  on the left 
means  you're part of a health 
care 
,vstem in which 
educational and 
areer advancement
 are the rule, 
not the 
exception. The gold bar 
on the right means 
you  command respect as an 
Army officer. If  you're 
earning a BSN, write: 
Army  Nurse 
Opportunities,
 13.0. 
Box  7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015.
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students  around 
the 






















































. . . in 
1986 
President  Gail Fullerton suspended 
wrestling  yesterday as 
a varsity 
sport at SJSU. 
Fullerton
 cited budget troubles within the 
men's athletic 
department as the 
reason  for suspending  the 
sport.  
the
 men's athletic department





end of this fiscal year
 in June, said Vern 
Wagner, interim men's 
athletic  director. 
 
  
Organizers of a march
 supporting the reinstatement of the 
controversial Hispanic radio 
program  "Radio ArtIan have ag-
reed to 
meet









 conference with Vice President
 J. Handel 
Evans
 and members of "Radio Artlan,'' 
dean Arlene Okerlund 
said she 
would arrange a meeting with program
 members and 
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complete  system for 
1.570
 AT complete
 system tor 
$1195 PC-COM,
 computer & 
ac 
cots.. 





795-1806  We 
m-
cept Visa or MC 
FOR SALE 
FUTONS.
 CREATE YOUR own living 




 Customs Fu 
tons  
Pillows Plus. 900 S Win. 
cheater Blvd (ben. 
Moorperk & 
WilkenistSan
 Jose 796-6161 10% 
Discount
 on futons w ad 
YOU 
CAN OWN A NEW 
GRAND 
DEL TA
 10-spend for less Won 
S85 MHC Bicycle 
Sales offers 





 All sales final 30 
day  
parents* Days 
942-7736.  Eves 
293-4780
 ask tor Joe 
HONDA
 SSOSS 1976 
1500 or beet 
Offer















$S hr, start mmed. 
260-7400 
PART-TIME JOBS during Faster 





 no rep needed 
Will 
train 
Earn 510-512 hr Must a 
Cempbell resident
 end 18 yers or 














(916)944-4444  x20 
DRAFTER
 WANTED Work 
pert  time 
Mt summer, then 
full  lime all sum. 
ma if you 
can  lay toed. call Cad 
at 297-2960 
DRIVERS POSITIONS. Part limpvis 
Rent A Car Is now accepting ap-
plications at It a San Jose Airport 
imation Please 
apply  at 1455 
N F Airport Blvd 
between
 Sam 
and 4pm. Monday through 
Friday 
EARN  CAR! 
5 sales 
Hyundai.  10 
Wee sable. is sales
 BMW 325 
Fiat-rete
 
long  dist (415)4564200   










 products We offer 
free rtcleo 
training For an inter 
Mew 



























 (415) 493.11100. 
e el as 
FEDERAL,STATE






Cell Job Line 
1-518459-
3611pm F.288, 24hr 
GET A HEAD 
START on  
bettor  sum-
mer 































 To gem 
$5-$12.
 
cell  the 
Annual
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During  your 
winter,
 





























































 for your resume 










































can.m  in the 
MODELING
 
profession Call Haeard for
 fur. 




















 In our Oekrklge & 




schedule,  but 
must be able to 





excitement of gale high fash-
ion clothing  Nora 
at
 227.3682  
SECURITY 




all shifts We will 






Jose. call 786-5880 
COUNSE1 OR -GROUP HOME tor au, 
tiatic children Good opportunity 
for psych
 end spec rd students 
Call MT 9.5 377 S417
 
T G I FRIDAY
 s RESTAURANT 
now  
hiring  
welter eases  
An.
 cook. 
Apply awn 2-4prn 
vadys,  10343 
N Wolfe





 time Flaible hours 
P hr to start 
commission  & 
bonus A national 
carper cleaning 
company is looking for enthusias-
tic persons to 
help expand Its Bay 
area operation Call now PP 
0720 
ADVERTISING SALES. 
Flealble hours,  
base and
 commission, Mem-








NATIONAL UNIVERSITY is apanding
 




variety of part -lime & po 
P ions 
















WAYNE  in NE Penn 
Warm  tun 
feebly atrnos 
Specialists  needed 




















Ing for children 
2-5 yaws Neer 
campus.
 1350 an
 hour Coil 293-
2286 
TEACH OVERSEAS'
 For  free bro-
chure,

































work  If you 
want East
 
Foothills  area. 
259-9645 
HOUSING 
AFFORDABL  f 
HOUSING'




hassle parking,  welk to school 
Irma utilities
 monthly disc Fully 
furnished,







 available Cake 77 



















 Nice area. greet person 















for one) Call 7611-
E4W 
275-9509














 7 bed 
apt 
with





Security  bldg 
Cell 
297-53t6907-0642





















 clean quiet and soar 
only S51 553 S Ph St . 
293-0989  






















 APT p.m 
bide ar5  










 TE WNTD to awe 4 
bdrrn 
house w3 gas Large





entrance Has washer cellar nice 
















actg.,r  for finding lite di-











 Me dynem. 
ice, 
and  your 































practical  575 hr. 
54530 min 
ReMences,  


















 sincere handicapped 
man Want to establish a 
Witting 
relationship' Please 
cell Brian it 
298-2308  
FLOTATION RELAXATION Stressed 
out??? 
Come  to the only floats 
durn In Northern Ctilltomio Imag-
ine yourself floating on  30% sa-
line
 solution lour body forgets 
the water The muscles
 tad 
usually hoid you 
against
 gravity 
can now id  Gov The experience 
Is Ilke bating in space Results? 
Total muscular relaxation 
You 
come sway from the 
experience  
feeling you ve been vmationing 
tor  week In 
Maul Call now for In-
formation or better still.
 
is  Mai 
time floater. call for an 
wain, -
mart 
and bring this ad for  75% 
dlcount  
float for $30 TRAN-
QUILITY PLACE. 4.15 Washington 
St . Santa Clara. Ca (406)
 243-
/200 




and  leer 
all the way' Love CDC 
TAMMY   PAM. 
THANKS for the
 
great gilt and great 
time in Santo  






FREE  LINGERIE by having  
party at your 
















 11 on 4-10-87 el 10em
 
but VII welt there
 between 9 30-
9 
45'I m really sorry ' I 
still want 





 - WHERE are 
you?
 Are you dead? 
Cali 
me or 
wrtte John 0 Box
 2939, SCU, 
95053 
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rate Ten 
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Security 
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Jose
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rates  Call Desiree 
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Santa Clara history 
from 1769 to 
1987 
PAYNF.  from page I 
Heritage



























 ('rue counties, 
has lived in 
San 












County and Santa 
(ru7 County tin 
my 
work),  although I did a 
chapter
 of a 
book on Santa Barbara. 






terest me,  
but  that's not what I really 
want to 
do." 





because  he continually learns more 




of the enjoyable things 
about doing something that's local. he 
said.  
"(Students)  can
 get all the 
primary
 
sources they need 





that kind of 





Among the courses Payne 
has 
taught at SJSU are Santa Clara County 
history, U.S. history and government. 
and survey of 
methodology  in social sci-
ence. 
Although





 1981, Payne is still
 a tem-
porary employee. He said 
he has applied 










Payne said he 
isn't sure why he 
chose to become a history'
 professor. 
"My
 grandmother told me once that 
when
 
I was in the sixth 
grade  I told her I 
was 
going to be a history teacher." he 








his  decision to 
pursue the ca-
reer,
 but having 
good teachers
 steered 





"I had a couple of 
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succeed 
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b) Find more 
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hut he isn't 
the 
most  lox cd 
'Sam 
Donaldson







Ronald Reagan said once.
 
Regardless of what 
people  think. 
Donaldson  is respected as the 
ABC  
White House
 correspondent who 
has 
covered 
the past two 
administrations 





all that and 
more
 in his 
book, "Hold 
on, Mr. President!" 
This book will 
enlighten
 those who 
have criticized
 Donaldson and 
other 
White House 
reporters of being too 




cused  by 













himself  by 








Although  he 











trying  to make
 the 
president
 look bad 
 he is 
just
 doing 
what  he is getting
 paid to do. 
"I'm a reporter who goes 
to 
wort every morning to cover the pres-
ident of the United States," Don-
aldson  writes. "I have one goal in 
mind: to find out 
what's  reany 
going  
on at the White House."
 
But while he may critieice the 
chief executives, he is still fair and 




 Mr Carter, 
especially on foreign policy. He notes 
that it was 
Carter  who negotiated a 
treaty 
to give 




was  Carter who, despite
 very 
long odds, got a 
peace  treaty signed 
between Egypt
 and Israel. 




he feels that Reagan
 sometimes 
doesn't have a clue as to what
 is going 
on. Donaldson tells stones of how 
Reagan says one thing. only to contra-
dict himself a short time later. 
If Reagan doesn't correct him-
self, then one of his aides will. 
A stunning difference between 
Reagan and
 Carter. as 
Donaldson  
points 
out, is the accessibility  report-








Carter to ask him questions as Carter 
went about his everyday business. Not 
once were questions  
shouted  to him. 
When Reagan 
walks somewhere. 
reporters are kept at 
least  50 yards 




 to answer their ques-
tions. Donaldson
 said. He says 
this
 is 
done for "political security." 
"In the old days. Secret Service 
agents used to tell 
reporters  and pho-
tographers they were glad we were 
around the president when he moved 
down an airport fence line or up a 
sidewalk lined with people." Don-
aldson  
said. 
"The agents made no secret of 
the fact they thought we were helping 
to act as a shield against attack." 
Aside from his coverage of the 
president, Donaldson discusses his 
time working for ABC. He was one of 
the unknown reporters hired in 1967. 





Jarriel and Peter 
Jennings.  
He talks about Watergate and his 
coverage, Boone Arledges 
take over 
as president of ABC 
News, and his 
time on "This Week
 with David 
Brinkley," among other things. 
This is a fascinating book for 
anyone who 
wants to know why Sam 
Donaldson is called by Reagan as the 
"Ayatollah of the press 
corps.  " 
"Hold 
On, Mr. President" is 
published
 by Random House and is 
available at 





Mission  Rafael Shorthairs 
will 
host an eight -ring 
all -breed cat show 






p.m.  Saturday through 
Sunday. 





under 12 and for senior citi-
cons.










wearable art by 
local design-
ers in a 
fashion show 
at Sunday at 
4:30 p.m. at I3M Pacific Garden 
Mall in Santa Cruc. Artisan's, a gal-
lery of 
handcrafts
 owned and 
operated  








 Call 423-8183 for infiimiation. 
   
"His/Hers." work by couples 
who make art is on exhibit 
at the 
Works











The Entertainer supplement is 
an arts/entertainment 
guide that appears each Thursday







Special Sections Manager 
Jeff 
Rausis  
Cover Photo by John B. Lawrence 
Hanayagi Jumasuga Kai dancers 
perform
 the Hana Gasa 
Ondo dance, or the Flower Hat Dance. The group was 
one of several dance troupes that performed in the 










around this time of year. 
as it the 
sun's rays 
are
 tinted with some 
kind of 
stimulant. A natural high. 




 taking over the 
minds  of 
normal 
human  beings, and the sight is 
not pretty. 
Spring fever has hit. But as 
Scrooge would say. flah
 humbug... 
Suddenly the diligent students
 of 
SJSU leave 
dark halls of academia to 
lie down on a grassy knoll. Textfxxiks 
are traded in fiw glamour 
mugacines  




Even the stuffiest 
of professors 
leave their coats and ties at home to 
sport golf shirts -- a sad indication of 






bouquets of roses to their girlfriends
 
while lovers hold hands as they walk 
across campus. 




 other's name are now 
gluing lovingly into 
each  other's eyes 
as they stand in line for popcorn 
at the 
bookstore. Couples are everywhere, 
as if the 




 wander  
off to the 
.ictivities
 and pleasures
 of the 
months
 of June. July and 
iigust.
 People begin to 
anticipate 
countless
 hours at the 
beach,  or lacy 
days 
lying out in the sun
 under a tree. 










 They have "endured" 
the 
winter months and are ready
 for the 
warm weather to indulge. 
Bah humbug. 
Spring
 is definitely 
in the air. In 
the 
form of pollen and dust. 
The spring 
air is full of 
pollutants  
that 




prone people. You 
know who has hay 
fever when you say 
"Gesundheit"
 
before you can 
say "Hello." 
People also







 with good 
intentions,  but 
fail
 to 
accomplish  anything 
but




 as they go through 
closets and hidden
 boxes of stuff. 
Spring also 





 more time 
for the rowdy
 neighborhood 
kids  to 
play
 outside. Teenagers
 will soon be 
hanging out, making a general 
nuisance
 of themselves as 







 other's eye. 
Gone are the 
cold,  quiet evenings 
listening to the rain. 
Soon
 there will be 
water -balloon 
fights, baseball games, family 
picnics and 
backyard barbecues. 
People will watch the sunset instead 
of "Wheel of Fortune." 
Blasphemy.
 




things, like wearing shorts and T-
shirts or sundresses while walking 
barefoot through
 the park. They will 
pick up new activities
  cycling, 
tennis. swimming, jogging,  camping 
and kite
-flying. 
Not only will people go cracy 
once they hear that awful music of the 









Worst of all, spring means spring 
break. Now 
we
 will have to suffer a 
week without classes or homework 
and force




































































too eget we 
1'00 
























































































































reck rnoir , and 
einvi,  
























Larry De Axis, an expert of oriental 
artifacts,  sizes a piece of lapis 
jewelry at the Ceneral Antique Show last 







 I fitya 
Jhalu 
A former SJSU student's play 
is about lovers who arc faced
 with 
terminal illness. file performance 
of 
"Carousel Waltz" will benefit 
terminally ill patients. 
The
 
benefit performance for 
the
 Center For 
living With Dying 
will be held tonight and tomorrow 
night at the Sainte Claire Hilton 
Hotel 
in San Jose. Tickets are $50 
and includes dinner, which is at 7 
p.m. 
Mathis -Swanson wrote "Ca-
rousel Waltz" for her master's the-
sis project in play writing. 
"It's a modern play, highly 
realistic  and sensitive. It deals with 
a love relationship faced with
 the
 
threat of terminal illness," said 
Mathis




"It had a staged reading at 
MU last 





she  said. 
Woods also 
received  her 





 again directing the 
play. Mathis -Swanson said. 








play  was appropriate 
for 
patients
 to see. 
**This kind of 
thing  has never 
been done 
for the center before
 
Since 
the price is 
so high, we 
really don't know 
what to expect 
But we're 
expecting to do about
 
200 people a day,"
 she said. 




 of the center said,
 "I 
think it's a 
wonderful  idea. We 
saw 
a reading of the play. The
 sub-
ject matter of the
 play is handled 




 able to relate 
to what 
the 













































Quinlin  and San
























 glass, silver. jewelry























'I'm  making 
a living doing  




priimoter  id the show . 
The mustached.
 curly -haired blond 
man, wearing a 
red blazer to 
make  sure the antique 
dealers
 could spot him, 
described how 
he was bitten
 by the antique hug,
 which he 
and other antique fanatics call










 and his w
 
fe 
one day. he said. "I didn't 
even like antiques. But
 that afternoon. I bought a vase for 
82.25.
 
''That was my downfall .  
Hits' first 
antique  resides nostalgically  in his 
china  
cabinet
 along with more 
expensise
 pieces, including 
works
 by Tiffany, he 
said. 
Fitts started
 out as an antique dealer, 




$12 at his first show, he 




Though the crowds were 
sparse
 at the weekend show. 
Fitts said his antique





'People who belong 






from all over." 
he said. 
Besides promoting antique shows, Fitts owns
 an an-
tique shop in San Jose 
called
 Heavenly Antiques. 




also at the show,  giving free 






This is a lovely vase from 1850," she 





 been collecting antiques for 60 years. said 
83 -year -old Guess. She fell into antique appraisal
 when 




began researching the subject thoroughly. 
"When you research one subject, you 
learn about 
two or three more.** she 
said.
 She
 teaches a class on an-
tiques in 
community  education at the Recreation Ccntcr in 
I.os Gatos, a job she's held for 29 years. She also gives 
talks to private clubs for a fee of $100, a price which has 







She limited the number 
of items brought in for ap-
praisal to two. thanks to an incident
 years ago at the Old 















'Free.'    









the 20 or so booths. All are en 
eager indeed to tell,  it 










$240. I arrs Aso.. ho Teo:il-
l/CS in antique Oriental jewelry . esplamed the various uses 
of 
the slime in 
the past. 
'1 apis was 
originalls used as a medicine for thou-




 was ground into 
a tine powder and used 
us ulcer 
medication.''
 he said 
"This is lapis in its original state.: 
he said, indicat-
ing the gold flecks
 in 
the  deep blue beads.
 "Any time
 you 
see gold, you know
 the lapis has not been
 
dyed  or altered 
in any way." 
The gold of the beads reflected the guild of the neck-
lace, which was about 24 inches long. It was easily one of 
the most 
beautiful necklaces at 
the  show and 
would not 
have been out of place in a major
 department store. 
Peggy Bullard, a dealer
 who specialues in collecting 
carnival glass, 
explained  the history of a glassware
 set 
which 
included  a pitcher, tumblers, wine 
glasses  and an 
ashtray.  
"Hazel -Atlas la glassware company) made these 
items as a gimmick between 1934 and 1937 to get 
people 
to buy their other products. It was the Depression and peo-
ple weren't really buying anything. They're made of really 
cheap quality glass and were sold at an extremely cheap 
price."
 
The sets came in two patterns and several different 
colors, including ecru, green and rose, Bullard said, indi-
cating the array of glowing colored glass. 
fhe ashtrays are hard to find and are more valuable 





a lemonade pitcher from the 
same


































































crihes the dance of 
Shil a, 
one of the 
Ilindu 
Trinity.  of 
Gods. 
The 
liana  Gasa 
Ondo
 or Flower hat Dance is a 
traditional  
folk  
dance from Vamagata Prefec-
ture, on the main island
 of Honshu. From left front, 
Ilarumi
 Nagasaki 
and I.isa Tho. From 
left back, Kristi Yoshihara and Kathy Voshihara. 
'1 I hill Is  lir dance.





















































By Deborah G. Guadrtri 
I.ights dimmed, the red velvet curtain 
opens to 




 dancers pay tribute to 
Shiva.
 
one of the 
Trinity
 of Hindu Gods. 
The music, 
comprised
 of drums, flute 
and cymbals, is only one of 
the distinct fea-
tures
 of the performance. 
An evening of dance, music and 
ritual  
presented by the 
Asian  Heritage Council. fea-
tured the works 
of
 eight dance groups and 
two 






 was founded in 
1984
 to cele-
brate  the contributions

















 "The idea is 
to




 for the evening 
included 10 
works, from 








wan. Thai and 
Filipino cultures.
 
All of the 
works immersed the 
audience  
in
 a world foreign 
to the everyday 
American.  
Most of the performances
 featured delicate 
hand 
movements,  which 
told





can't say (the 
dances)  are all 






president.  "I'm 
Chinese
 and in 
my 
cultures  there are 
many folk 
and  ethnic 
dances. 
but  these 
dances









 the dancers in the 
Chinese. Fil-
ipino
 and Indian 





gives  them a 
chance to 
experience  the 




















the one who 
rep-






















 if religion to the Hin-
dus. 
One
 ot the 




 danced on 




portrayed  the god
 
Krishna  at play. 
'nlike sonic 





her  bright 
green pantaloon
 costume 
flapping  behind 
her. 
the dance focused
 on the 
importance  of 
inter-
action  between



























 of white, 
green,  gold, red 
and 











the nine precious 
gems
 of the Princess 
Kings. 
the most 








unison, they.  
provided an 
image  of the real 
jewels as they 
moved
 in the brilliance
 of the 
spotlights.
 
All of the 
costumes





















 of plaid dresses,
 straw hats, and 
solid -colored pantsuits. 
Perhaps
 the most formal dance was pet 





on the work 
of 
Okinawan  women who spin thread 
and  weave 
cloth. 
Dressed in a 
brilliant  red and white ki-
mono,  the dancer 
moved  deliberately across, 
the stage. pretending to spin and weave for the 
audience. 
The Okinawan dances are often per-
formed in religious ceremonies because 
the  
music is quieter than festival songs
 and the 







the  audience was a suite of several 
dances  
performed by the 
Tamaraw Dance Compan.x . 
Three women dancers balanced candles 
on their
 heads and held another 
candle,
 hut 
still managed to glide across the stage in uni-
son without extinguishing the
 candles. 
The last of their works 
combined  
nimbi,'  






several  male 
dancers hem 










Asian culture,  because it showed the high en 
ergy and spirits plus the expertise of dance. 
Hopefully, the Asian Dance Festival will 
become  
an 
annual  event. Wu
 said. 
 A lot of 
people
 
are  now interested in 
non -Western music and arts 
and bringing it 
into schools. We're 
thinking  about doing vi-
deotapes






















































Artist Dawn Hart 
examines  her "Resurrection 
Morning"  piece on display at the 
1/m411111%n  (;allery in San Jose. 




Annie  M Belt 
Dawn Hart's cape and cloak -
shaped
 assemblage
 of organic  materi-




.fhey are also appreciated by 
those in Washington. Connecticut and 
the Hay Area who buy and display her 
art in 
their homes and offices. 
Hut the SJSU alumna's 
woes of 
16 pieces seems like something one 
might find in a desert curio shop, or 
back road store in Bakersfield. And if 
you are 





type of art found in either place, then 
Hart's work won't appeal to you. 
Hart gathers objects 
found in na-
ture, such as dried flowers, corn 
husks, stringy black seaweed, sun -
bleached
 
seagull  skulls, 
even  drag-




together  into large 
(6 feet 
by 8 feet) or small 
(8 inches by 12 
inches)




smaller pieces are mounted 
on handmade Japanese
 paper and 
framed beneath 
plexiglass.  The larger 
works stand by  themselves.
 
The garment shapes of Hart's 
pieces  
are intended to symbolize the 
presence of energies in the universe. 








The  use of the earth tones 
or the 
organic materials 
and of small animal 
skulls in some of the pieces creates an 
effect 
similar to the paintings 
of 
Georgia
 O'Keeffc. so if you're a fan 




Hart select, the 



















 elth a 
lee crowd every 


































It's as if she is piecing 




carefully  and 
intuitively.
 She se-
lects objects with 
rich textures, shapes 
and colors. 
It's as if she is piecing to-








 of the beauty 
of
 organic 
elements. Most people 
would 
pass  by 
these 
elements  in a garden or throw 
them 
away while working 
in
 the 
kitchen. but she 




 the beauty of 
these  el-
ements is better 
appreciated  when 







and by no 
means cluttered, they 
do 




effect of a twig, a 
flattened  
old tin can, flower petals 
and other el 
cmcnts arranged around a cloak -
shaped
 section of a stained 
coffee fil-
ter,  as they 
are
 in one 





Hart has exhibited her
 work since 







materials  and 






 garment -like 
structures. 





Gallery,  31 W. 
San  
Fernando  St. 
Gallery  hours are 
noon 
to 4 p.m. 
Tuesday  through
 Saturday. 





 Hart, stands behind her 
work  of art entitled, 
"Perfector of Wisdom." The price of the piece is $2,500. 
Thursday,
 















Manuel  Inzunza 
With punk long dead. and new 
wave  so 
saccharine
 





























generation  oh 
the




to the folk 
















num:  and poet 
Allen  Ginsberg. The
 Squares fuse 
that disparate,
 frenzied prose with




And the effect is harmonically













is the birth right
 for
 all women 
and men.
 
Every generation has to win it again. 
Love
 and understanding all covered with 
dust.  
It's time for direction,  caring 
and  trust. 
Laura Agnelli, Tom Goodkind. and Alan
 
Jay Paskow arc a new 
generation.  Agnelli has a 
voice that cuts through the strains of the acoustic 











whethei  this 
dude  can jam.











 would bring a 
smile to the 









































SatisfYing tlu death 
squads in El Salvador. 
Killed by the KKK
 in North Carolina.
 
Assasittated






can't  kill me. 
Goodkind, the third 
member,  has a voice 
and 
lyrical style much akin to 





 much more heavily 
from folk than 
does  Cockburn.  He has a pleas-
ant 
voice,
 although he lacks the 
hard -edged 
rockin' sound of Paskow. 
Harmonizing together,
 the three create a 
cross 
between The Weavers and Peter, Paul and 
Mary with a sleek '80s style. The last cut on the 
album is a translation of a Polish labor song 
called "Walls," 
and  it exposes  very clearly the 
trio's 
direction. 
The song is a march in which Agnelli and 
Goodkinds scaring voice elevate
 the turbulent 
undertone  











its  unusual staging 
and 




 I Saved The 
World is an in-
teresting and mad -cap 
parody.  
The 
audience  is 
enthralled
 by the 
musical  comedy, caught 
in hero Tab 
Stop's "reality." The theater is the 
Theatre 
stage 














 with the 
crowd.  
The 










sati   

















































of the money -making 
business
 world. 










 of a record 
contract. 


























his  brainless. "yes, 
dear"  wile. 
The spirited 
cast 








Bonds Of Joy. Russell Smith 
portrays 
hskl. the cold. weird businessman 








rohiit-likc  .nhu. 
man.





and Randi Merton 
plays 
Margin
 Release,  the
 corset -clad 
brat  of a 
city
 girl. 
The cast looks the people in Ow 





adds  to the uti. 






















 the obviousls 
symbolic cast, and 
the critique of the 
people, 
places  and attitude of 
the 





doesn't  take itself 
too  
seriously.
 It is 
just







think  The 
show
 doesn't 
comment  on 
niodem 
life  to the 
extent  ot 
preaching.  
However.













 we lise 
in and the 
conflicts 
people face 









also  co -
wrote  the 
nusic and lyrics 
with  Gre-
go') 
Jones.  Oennis 






late  hour 
at the 
performances  

















 is running 
tor 
tour 














































 are (from 





Tom Goodkind. With beatnik style, they 
address  today's issues. 
But, 
in the end, all their 
songs carry a polit-
ical
 undertone. It is 


















































































Hy Gene (7. Johnson Jr. 
The evening started out with 




The evening was a night Of 
tech-

























combined  a po-
etry reading with an 
evening of music 





Robert Avoid'  Daily 
stall  photographer 
Larry 
Wendt, S,ISI music department tecl  .al .ids scr. gii es 
a poetic recital of his sacation in San 













 Satellite sports 







 quiet lounge 
with



































 the rhythm of strange 
music from a synthesizer. The music 
seemed to reflect 
the  emotions of 
Ruppenthal's "Egyptian Mirrors." 




match the music with the poet's 
emo-





The poet showed a lot 
of feeling 
it% he spoke of giving life 
"through  
the breasts" 
and  the goddess of 




was though the audience of 45 








out  ot nowhere,
 the poet 
finally tells you what 
its
 about. It's a 
dream in which "I came to this place 
to 
become  
you,''  he said. 
After careful thought,
 it seemed 
as though Ruppenthal was 
comparing 
someone who is superficial to some-
one who is not. His superficial being 
had a world of 
"paper  moons and 
semicolon  stars, who mistook 
his si-
lence for 
wisdom  and his stillness for 





trate on the 
poet. they couldn't catch 
his meaning at all. 
He begins his poem 
"Truth
 
Quark" with the "Tales 
of the Idiots 





 tried to force emo-
tions out 
of the poems. Although 




















 Sat. Nite 8-10pm 
No cover
























Bates of comedy! With 
Mike
 Guido and Carol
 Louise 
Now 
Serving  "Great 
Steak"
 



















was no sign 
of faked feelings. 
'rife poet had 
enough  music from 
Jim 
Warehauer's  bass clarinet and 
Brian Mitchell's synthesizer, yet he 
seemed to lack 
natural
 intensity and 
progression,






Wendt,  the second 
and  
final 
poet.  spoke of "My Summer 
Va-
cation." I .uckily, it was his. 
He takes 
his listeners on a road 
to
 San lois 
Obispo, where the 





only  memorable place 
in San I,uis 
Obispo is 
Burger  King. He leads
 the 
audience into a 
dining commons and 
then loses
 the audience in 
a dream that 
doesn't make much
 sense. 





 made by 
himself 
but it didn't do any
 good for 
the listeners. 
Wendt tries to make a parody 
San
 I.uis Obispo as a boring an un-
eventful  
town,  yet the only subject  
that is boring is 
Wendt's  poem. 
If the audience 
did not concen-
trate and 
try to stay in fine tune
 with 




fallen apart at both 









Weekly Schedule of Events 









Giant Village Burger 
('/2
 lb) only 
S295
 
Tues Free Bingo 










Our  Popular Free Bingo 
Fri T.G.I.F., 
DJ Dance Music 
Sat Prof Comedy Show
 8-10pm 
Dance Contest 
12- 1 AM 
